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Wine + Coloring = Total Relaxation Bring your images to life as you color over the gray in this

spectacular coloring book of wine themed photographs. Select your palette of colors and use the

gray in the photograph as your guide for shading. This collection of photographs has been carefully

curated with 24 beautiful images of photographs all about wine. All pages are printed on one sided

pages and are ideal for framing. Two copies of each page are included so you can color with a

friend or experiment with markers , pencils or pastels. Happy Coloring !
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Anne Manera is an illustrator, designer and author of coloring books and children's books.Her

coloring books are inspired by her paintings. Anne also runs a facebook coloring group Just Color!

with Anne Manera. When she is not illustrating coloring books or hanging out with her dogs, Manera

is available for painting commissions. Visit her website - www.annemanera.com Facebook Page -

www.facebook.com/annemanerascoloringbooks Join her Facebook Coloring Group -

www.facebook.com/groups/juscolorgroup

This book is great for beginning Colorists, especially for those new to greyscale coloring. The wine

themed photos were well chosen, converted to greyscale, and then curated by the author. As one

reviewer remarked, the curated photos appear twice in the book which I thought would be fun to use

by to inviting a friend over for a cheese and wine coloring get together.There is a drawback with this



coloring book however and its the paper. It is not as thick as other adult coloring books so if you use

markers you will get color bleed. To avoid put a light piece of mixed media paper underneath to

protect the page underneath, or remove the page you are working on all together.All in all, I think I

will enjoy these projects while sipping some good wine, and listening to some relaxing music.

Colorful Zen!Ã°ÂŸÂ™Â•

Oh my gosh, this is the best coloring book ever! Okay, that's my opinion and it's also my very first

grayscale coloring book AND we have our kitchen decorated in wine pictures, etc. But, I have had

so much fun coloring in the Wine! Grayscale Photo Coloring for Adults by Anne Manera and I've

gotten lots of complements on it. I have it displayed on the side of my refrigerator just like a mom

displays her kids drawings.As I said, I have never had a grayscale before so I had no idea how to

color one. I decided to start with the one that is in full color on the cover. I worked hard to try to find

the exact colors that were used. As it turned out, my colors were darker but I love it just as much. I

learned a lot about using grayscale by doing that. I learned that next time I need to start with a

lighter color than normal so the picture will be lighter, I learned that the shading of the gray is all I

need to properly shade my picture. I don't have to keep going back with the same color making it

darker (unless I want to) because it automatically goes darker as I color it. And, I learned that I

LOVE using the grayscale book.I am a crafter and not an artist so I'm delighted to be able to color

something that really fits my style, if I could actually draw. This book has 24 beautiful wine related

photos for me to color. "IF" I were to color and display them all, I could wallpaper one whole wall

with them. :-) The paper these are printed on is strong enough that I could use my watercolor

pencils, my gel pens or my markers. Of course, no matter what I always place a white sheet of

paper behind my coloring pages "just in case" it happens to bleed through. I will be trying all of

those mediums but for now, I'm very happy with the results of using regular colored pencils.And, if

that's not enough, two copies of each photo are included so I can actually wallpaper my entire

kitchen... OR I could share one of each with a a friend or two, who also love wine and wine photos

as much as I. I do have a lot of wine friends. OR I could color one for me and one for a friend. OR if I

finished one, and didn't like the colors I used, I could color another one in entirely different colors.

The only thing I would change about this wonderful paperback book would be that the pages were

perforated so I could tear them out easily. As it is, I am taking an exact-o knife and slowly cutting

them out.You know, the photos are so pretty in themselves, I might just decide to choose one or two

to frame from friends without coloring them... nah!!! Half the fun is personalizing it for each

person.Although I am a product tester/reviewer and am fortunate to receive many products at a



discount (or sometimes free) in exchange for my HONEST and UNBIASED opinion, this was a

product purchase that I made at the same full price anyone could have purchased it. Either way, it

doesn't make any difference because I ALWAYS pretest every product prior to writing a review. I am

free to write whatever I believe to be true, whether negative or positive. This is my true story and my

honest opinion.

its a bird, its a plane...no its Wine...what a great concept to color...and its not all wine or wine bottles

or wine glasses...look for the things that go with wine...grapes, corks, etc. A good collection of very

unique pictures to satisfy anyone with an interest in wine. Thank you Anne Menera for creating this

joy to color. I have attached a photo of a page I personally colored.

Beautiful pictures and I love that there are 2 of each in the book. That way, if you either screw up,

just want a different color pallet, or even 2 of the same picture, your able to do that. Cant wait to get

started on it. I ordered 2 of these. 1 for myself and 1 for my mother for Christmas. She also loved

the book.

Fantastic grayscale coloring book!!! Gorgeous photos and easy to color!! A must buy!!!

LOVE LOVE LOVE THIS BOOK BEAUTIFULLY DONE
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